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Abstract: 

MIMO is a technology in which multiple antennas are used in both transmitter and receiver. MIMO is used for sending and receiving 

more than one data signal simultaneously over the same radio channel by exploiting multipath propagation. MIMO antennas achieve 

high data rate, for achieving this mathematical algorithms are used to recover original transmitted information with reduced 

BER.MIMO uses high power, has hardware complexity and the receiver will get confused while selecting the data. By using 

scheduling method the conflict in the receiver side will reduce and transmitted power also be reduced .By using learning automata and 

vertex multi coloring techniques scheduling is achieved. The graphical output of these two techniques is compared.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless link scheduling is one of the major challenging issues 

in multihop wireless networks when they need to be designed in 

distributed fashion. Scheduling in wireless network, users are in 

uncertain environments generated by fully stochastic network 

dynamics. The general randomized scheduling method by using 

learning automata based framework that allows through put 

optimal scheduling algorithms to be developed in a distributed 

fashion.  A distributed scheduling algorithm that operates on 

more realistic conflict graph was proposed based on the physical 

interference model. In scheduling wireless links for simultaneous 

activation in such a way that all transmission is successfully 

decoded at the receivers and moreover network capacity is 

maximized is a computationally hardproblem.Usually it is 

tackled by heuristics whose output is a sequence of timeslots in 

which every link appears in exactly one timeslot. These 

problems in wireless scheduling method are reduced by using 

improved multi coloring and learning automata methods. 

 

II. a. LEARNING AUTOMATA 

 

A learning automation is an adaptive decision making unit 

situated in a random environment that learns the optimal action 

through repeated interactions with its environment. The actions 

are chosen according to a specific probability distribution which 

is updated based on the environment response the automation 

obtains by performing a particular action. With respect to the 

field of reinforcement learning, learning automata are 

characterized as policy iterators. In contrast to other 

reinforcement learns, policy iterators directly manipulate the 

policy ᴨ.   Another example for policy iterators are evolutionary 

algorithms. 

Stochastic automation consists of: 

 A set of possible inputs, 

 A set  𝜑= {𝜑1,….𝜑s} of possible internal states, 

 A set 𝛼 = {𝛼1,… ,𝛼s} of possible outputs, or 

actions, with r≤s, 

 An initial state probability vector 

p(0)=≪p1(0),…,ps(0)≫, 

 A computable function A which after each tie step 

t generates p(t+1) from p(t), the current input, and the current 

state, and 

 A function G:𝜑 → 𝛼This    generates the output at 

each time step. 

 

b. VERTEX MULTICOLORING: 

A multicoloring is an assignment where each vertex is assigned 

not just a single number (a “color”) but a set of numbers. The 

numbers of colors assigned to the vertex is specified by the 

length parameter of that vertex in the input. As usual, adjacent 

vertices cannot receive the same color; thus here, the sets of 

colors they receive must be disjoint. In this approach every 

vertex gets exactly one color in the coloring of graph vertices. 

Here assigning of multiple colors to each vertex, so that in the 

resulting schedule, every link may appear more than once. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

Scheduling is very important in MIMO. Learning automata and 

vertex multi coloring is the best method compared to other 

methods.     

 

LA: In this scheduling algorithm comparison between new 

schedule S^ (t) and old one S (t) to reach new schedule S(t+1).In 

the second part of compare algorithm, the constructed spanning 

tree was used, which is the output of the previous procedure for 

comparing total weights of two consecutive schedules. The link 

set S1, S2, S3.. St Output by a number of link activations given by 

one activation per link. If this schedule were to be repeated q 

times in a row for some q>1,the total number of link activations 

would grow by a factor of q and so would the number of 

timeslots used. That the same growth law should apply both to 

how many links are activated and to how many timeslots elapse 

indicates that the most basic scheduling unit is S1,S2,S3............St 

itself ,not any number of repetitions thereof. 
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Figure.1. Based on continually repeating the single color 

schedule. 

 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

4.1 ALGORITHM FOR LEARNING AUTOMATA: 

STEP1: Enter the number of nodes 

STEP2: Select the reference node. 

STEP4: Find the shortest path based on time. 

STEP5: Consider adjacent node as reference node. 

STEP6: Repeat the STEP 3,4,5 until it reaches the destination. 

 

4.2 ALGORITHM FOR VERTEX MULTICOLORING 

METHOD: 

STEP1: Declare the number of nodes in consider network. 

STEP2: Consider any one of the node as reference node. 

 
Figure.2. Based on continually repeating multi coloring 

scheduling 

 

STEP3:Declare the adjacency matrix tothat particular reference 

node. 

STEP4:Consider the coloring for required node based on the 

distance. 

 Green-Shortest distance from the reference node 

   Blue-Except shortest distance node all other 

nodes are appears in blue 

STEP5:In the colored graph the reference nodes will transmits 

which is in Green color node. 

STEP6:Then the new Green node act as reference node. 

STEP7:Now new reference node will search for Green node if 

applicable it will transmit. 

STEP8:The above STEP6,7 repeat until it reaches the 

destination. 

 

V. PROGRAM FOR LA AND VM:  

 

Java and Mat lab software is used for scheduling. Java-LA, Mat 

lab-VM. 

5.1LEARNING AUTOMATA PROGRAM 

importjava.util.Scanner; 

importjava.io.PrintWriter; 

importjava.io.IOException; 

public class TestClass2 { 

public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException { 

Scanner s = new Scanner(System.in); 

PrintWriterout = new PrintWriter("out1.txt"); 

p = new int[10]; 

pp = new int[10]; 

bt = new int[10]; 

w = new int[10]; 

t = new int[10]; 

System.out.print("Enter the number of process : "); 

out.print("Enter the number of process : "); 

System.out.print("\n\t Enter burst time : time priorities \n"); 

out.println("\n\t Enter burst time : time priorities \n"); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) { 

System.out.print("\nProcess["+(i+1)+"]:"); 

out.println("Process["+(i+1)+"]:"); 

pp[i] = s.nextInt(); 

p[i]=i+1;} 

for(i=0;i<n-1;i++){ 

}} 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ System.out.print("\n   "+p[i]+"\t\t   "+bt[i]+"\t\t     "+w[i]+"\t\t     

"+t[i]+"\t\t     "+pp[i]+"\n"); 

out.println("\n"+p[i]+"\t\t "+bt[i]+"\t\t  "+w[i]+"\t\t     "+t[i]+"\t\t     

"+pp[i]+"\n"); } 

System.out.print("\n Average Wait Time : "+awt); 

System.out.print("\n Average Turn Around Time : "+atat); 

out.println("\n Average Wait Time : "+awt); 

out.close(); }} 

 

5.2 VERTEX MULTICOLORING PROGRAM 

 

functionvarargout = Main_GUI(varargin) 

gui_Singleton = 1; 

 'gui_OutputFcn',  @Main_GUI_OutputFcn, ... 

ifnargin&&ischar(varargin{1}) 

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end 

ifnargout 

[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

Else 

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

end 

functionMain_GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, va 

varargout{1} = handles.output; 

function L1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

SeedX=x1(Seed_Input); 

SeedY=y1(Seed_Input); 

D(Seed_Input)=0; 

Data(1).Distance=D; 

plot(handles.axes1,SeedX,SeedY,'go') 

 

function L1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handle 

function L2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

global x2 y2 SeedXSeedY Data 

Data(2).XY=[x2,y2]; 

plot(handles.axes2,x2,y2,'o') 
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hold on 

function L2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata,handles) 

ifispc&&isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

end 

function L3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

Data(3).Distance=D ; 

[~,ind]=min(D); 

function L3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

ifispc&&isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

end 

 

VI. SAMPLE OUTPUT: 

The output of LA and VM is given below. 

 

6.1 MULTI COLORING VERTEX 

 
Figure3.a Vertex multicoloring GUI for upto 10 nodes 

 

 
Figure.4. b distance between the nodesupto 10 nodes 

 

 
Figure.5. c connecting nodes 

 

 
Figure.6. 2a Vertex multicoloring GUI for upto 15 nodes 

 

 
Figure.7.2b distance between the nodes upto 15 node 

 

 
Figure.8.2c connecting nodes 

 

 
 Figure.9. 3a Vertex multicoloring GUI for upto25nodes 
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Figure.10.3b distance between the nodes upto 25 nodes  

 

 
Figure.11. 3c connecting nodes 

 

6.2 OUTPUT FOR LEARNING AUTOMATA 

 

 
Figure.12. 1a output for 10 processes 

 

 
Figure.13.1b graphical output for 10 processes    

 
Figure.14. 2a output for 3 processes 

 

 
Figure.15. 2b graphical output for 3 processes 

 

 
Figure.16. 3a output for 8 processes 

 

 
Figure.6. 3b graphical output for 8 processes 

 

VII. CONCLUSION: 

 

This paper presents a scheduling of high density MIMO 

channels by using learning automata and vertex multi coloring 

techniques. These techniques help to reduce the complexity of 

the MIMO channels and also reduce the BER in MIMO. By 

using Vertex multi coloring low power consumption is achieved. 

This technique is highly time efficient when compared to 

existing system. 
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